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Radiation Transport Calculations for the ANS Beam Tubes

The Advanced Neutron Source facility (ANS) will incorporate a large

number of both radial and no-1ine-of-sight (NLS) beam tubes to provide very

large thermal neutron fluxes to experimental facilities. The purpose of

this work was to obtain comparisons for the ANS single- and split-core

designs of the thermal and damage neutron and gamma-ray scalar fluxes in

these beam tubes. For experimental locations far from the reactor cores,

angular flux data are required; however, for close-in experimental

locations, the scalar fluxes within each beam tube provide a credible

estimate of the various signal to noise ratios. In this paper, the coupled

two- and three-dimensional radiation transport calculations employed to

estimate the scalar neutron and gamma-ray fluxes will be described and the

results frcn\ these calculations will be discussed.

The radiation transport calculations were carried out in three steps.

First, two-dimensional R-Z cylindrical reactor core calculations were

performed using DORT1 to obtain angular and scalar flux distributions

throughout the reactor core and D2O moderator regions. The reactor core

calculations consisted of a k-calculation followed by a fixed source

calculation. Second, the VTSTA2, DOITOR3, and TORIURN4 codes were used to

prepare boundary angular fluxes from the angular flux distributions

obtained from the DORT coupled neutron/gamma-ray calculations. The VISTA

code was needed to normalize the DOKT angular flux distributions to the

DOKT scalar flux distributions. The DOTTOR code generated X-Y-Z three-

dimensional boundary angular fluxes and the TOKTURN code was needed to re-

map symmetric angular quadrature data onto a 160 angle biased angular



quadrature set. This biased angular quadrature set was needed to

facilitate particle streaming in the beam tubes. The third and final step

consisted of three-dimensional TORT X-Y-Z radiation transport calculations.

The three-dimensional model employed in TORT considered only the beam

tubes and DjO moderator surrounding each beam tube. Rectangular

parallelepipeds 133 mm high by 88.6 mm wide yielding the same cross

sectional areas as the elliptical cross sectional areas of the actual beam

tubes were enployed in the TORT calculations. Both the radial and NTS beam

tubes were modelled out to the EtyD Al tank wall (approximately 1.75 m from

the core vertical centerline) separating the D2O moderator from the water

shielding and both beam tubes began at a radius of 430 mm from the core

vertical centerline. The NLS beam tubes were tangential to a circle

located at a distance of 330 mm from the core vertical oenterline and had a

length of 1.45 m. The radial beam tubes had a length of 1.32 m. All of the

beam tubes had a 10 ran thick Al wall and all were surrounded by

approximately 270 inn of D2O.

The cross section library used in the two- and three-dimensional

radiation transport calculations was derived from a coupled 27-neutron/18-

gamma-ray ENDF/B-IV library that is part of the SCALE6 code system. The

thirteen thermal neutron groups in this library with energies below 3.05 eV

were collapsed into a single group (leaving a coupled 15-neutron/18-gamma-

ray cross section library) in order to eliminate upscatter and the need for

multiple outer iterations in the DOPT fixed source calculations and the

TORT beam tube calculations.

Ihe ratios of the scalar neutron flux below 3.05 eV to the scalar

neutron flux above 3.05 eV for both the single- and split-core designs as a

function of distance along each beam tube axis are compared for the radial



beam tubes in Fig. 1 and for the NI5 beam tubes in Fig. 2. The ANS project

defines thermal neutron flux as the scalar neutron flux below 0.625 eV.

However, in this paper, because of the energy group structure, the scalar

neutron flux below and above 3.05 eV, will be referred to as "thermal" and

"fast", respectively, with apologies for this inconsistency. The ratios

can be viewed as signal to noise ratios for thermal neutron experiments if

the experimental facilities are located at these distances from the beam

tube entrances. For experimental facilities located at large distances

from the core, the ratios of the angular fluxes directed down the beam

tubes would provide a more meaningful comparison of signal to noise ratios.

As expected, the thermal -to-fast scalar flux ratios are greater for the NLS

beam jubes in both core designs since these tubes do not "view" either

core. In both comparisons, the thermal-to-fast ratios are greater at all

distances from the beam tube entrances and increase much more rapidly with

increasing distance for the split-core design. The large decreases in the

thermal-to-fast flux ratios at distances greater than 1.1 to 1.2 m for the

split-core design are caused by leakage effects since the calculational

model stopped at the D2O-H20 interface. Thermal neutron flux to gamma-ray

flux ratios have also been obtained and these, together with absolute flux

levels, will be presented.
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Figure 1. Ccnparison of Single- and Split-Cone Thermal (< 3.05 eV) to
Fast (> 3.05 eV) Flux Ratios for the ANS Radial Beam Tubes
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Figure 2. Ocnparison of Single- and Split-Core Thermal (< 3.05 eV) to
Fast (> 3.05 eV) Flux Ratios for the ANS NIS Beam Tubes
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